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SAPIENTIA EDUCATION TRUST 
 

A CODE OF PRACTICE FOR TRUSTEES 
 

1. This Code has been formally adopted by the Board to set standards of good 
practice.  It supplements the formal powers and responsibilities as laid out in the 
Trust’s Memorandum and Articles of Association, the Education Act 1944 (and 
subsequent Acts) as well as the Companies Act 1985 (and subsequent Acts) and 
Charity Law and the requirements of the Charity Commission and its Statement of 
Recommended Practice (SORP) – Accounting and reporting by Charities as revised 
in March 2005 (and any subsequent amendments). 
 
2. Each Trustee agrees to act in accordance with the Trust’s Articles of 
Association (the Articles), obey decisions taken by the Board in accordance with the 
Articles and adhere to this Code of Practice on taking up office. 
 
3. Trustees agree to act in accordance with the seven principles of public life, 
namely selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and 
leadership in the interests of the Academy and its students. 
 
4. The decisions taken by Trustees at meetings of the Board or its committees 
should be based on an honest assessment of the facts and for the benefits of the 
Trust as a whole, unbiased by partisan representative views or personal motives. 
 
5. Trustees may agree to work co-operatively so that the Board and its Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) may perform different but complimentary roles effectively.  It 
is the Board’s responsibility to decide strategic policy and overall direction and to 
monitor performance and it is the CEO’s role to implement Board decisions and 
manage the Trust’s affairs within the framework and budgets set by the Board. 
 
6. Trustees shall adhere to the good governance standard for public services as 
prepared by the Independent Commission on Good Governance in Public Services 
(2005).  These are laid out at Annex A to this Code. 
 
7. Governors owe a fiduciary duty to the Academy.  This means that they should 
show it the highest loyalty and act in good faith in its best interests. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILTIES OF DIRECTORS 
 
8. Trustees shall: 
 

 fulfil their responsibilities and duties as a trustee of the Trust in good faith and 
in accordance with the general law including (but not limited) to: 
 
- act in the best interests of the Trust 
- secure the proper and effective use of the Trust’s property 
- act personally in all respects 
- act within the scope of any authority given to them and the Board by law, 

regulations or by the Articles 
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- use the proper degree of skill and care when making decisions, particularly 
when investing the Trust’s funds. 

 

 Act in accordance with the articles from time to time 

 Be committed to the Trust’s values and objectives (including equal 
opportunities), to contribute to and share responsibility for the Board‘s 
decisions , to read Board papers and to attend meetings, training sessions 
and other relevant events 

 Declare all interests they have as required by the articles and the general law 
and to comply with any rules requiring withdrawal from a meeting where this is 
required because of an interest 

 Respect the confidentiality of information that they might have access to as a 
trustee of the Trust and keep confidential the affairs of the Board 

 Inform the Clerk to the Board as soon as possible should any changes to their 
circumstances occur during their term as a trustee, including if: 
 
- There are any changes to the interests which have been declared 
- They become, or cease to be, a company director, board member or 

trustee of another charity 
- Their occupation changes 
- They move house 
- They become employed by the Trust 

 
COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY 
 
9. Trustees are collectively responsible for observing the duties set out in the 
Funding Agreement and the Academies Financial Handbook.  Trustees are also 
responsible for the proper use of all income from whatever source and also for the 
control and monitoring of expenditure and income to meet the requirement of funding 
bodies and public audit.  The Board is accountable to Parliament through the 
relevant Minister for ensuring the financial health of the Trust and to the Courts for 
ensuring that the College’s activities are conducted in accordance with the Education 
Acts and the general law.  
 
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
 
11. Trustees should not allow any conflict of interest to arise which might 
interfere, or be perceived to interfere with the exercise of their independent 
judgement; any such conflicts should be declared openly and immediately and 
Trustees should withdraw from that part of the meeting at which the matter giving 
rise to the conflict is considered.   
 
12. Trustees must not accept gifts, hospitality or benefits of any kind from a third 
party which might be seen to compromise their personal judgement or integrity. 
 
13. The Clerk will maintain a Register of Interests which will be open for public 
inspection. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
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14.  Trustees may only make statements or express opinions on behalf of the 
Board unless specifically delegated either by the Board or the Chairman to do so. 
 
16. Trustees should refer all matters regarding Schools Admissions or School 
Admissions Appeals to the Clerk without comment. 
 
ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS 
 
17. Trustees should give priority, as far as practicable, to attendance at meetings 
of the Board and its Committees; individual Trustees will be expected to attend at 
least 75% of the meetings of the Board or Committees of which they are members. 
 
18. Any Trustee who has not attended a meeting of the Board for a period of six 
consecutive months without the permission of the Board may be removed from office 
by the Board.   
 
TRUSTEE DEVELOPMENT 
 
19. The Board will arrange induction training and development programmes for 
Trustees.  Trustees should take these and other opportunities to enhance their 
effectiveness and to increase their knowledge of the Trust. 
 
20. To promote more effective Governance, Trustees will be expected to carry out 
regular review of the performance of the Board, of its duties and responsibilities, and 
of personal performance, as part of the process for continuous improvement.  
 

BREACHES OF THE CODE 

21. Every Trustee is under duty to report any breach of this Code or any grounds 
that believing a breach of the Code has occurred to the Chair (and if the allegation is 
about the Chair, to the Vice-Chair).  Failing to report a breach of the code is in itself a 
breach of this code. 

22. Any breach of this Code will be treated extremely seriously by the Board and 
may result in suspension or removal from the Board.  In the event of a breach of this 
Code each Trustee agrees to participate fully in any investigation procedure 
instigated by the Board and to abide by any sanction that may be imposed by the 
Board for such a breach. 

REVIEW 

23. The Chair of the Board is responsible for ensuring that this Code is kept under 

review. 

I confirm that I have read and understood this Code and agree to abide by its 

contents.  I also confirm that there are no conflicts to disclose at this point and no 

reason why I should continue as a Trustee 

Name:  ………………………………………………Date…………………………………   
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GOOD GOVERNANCE STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC SERVICES 

The following are extracts from the good governance guide: 

Good Governance means: The Board will: 

Focusing on the 
organisation’s purpose and 
on outcomes for citizens and 
service users 

 Be clear about the Trust’s Purpose and its 
intended outcomes for citizens and students 

 Make sure that students receive a high quality 
education 

 Make sure that taxpayers receive value for 
money 

Performing effectively in 
clearly defined functions and 
roles 

 Be clear about the functions of the Board 

 Be clear about the responsibilities of non-
executives and the executive, and making sure 
that those responsibilities are carried out 

 Be clear about the relationship between 
directors and the public 

Promoting values for the 
whole organisation and 
demonstrating the values of 
good governance through 
behaviour 

 Put organisational values into practice 

 Behave in ways that uphold and exemplify 
effective governance 

Taking informed transparent 
decisions and managing risk 

 Be rigorous and transparent about how 
decisions are taken 

 Have and use good quality information, advice 
and support 

 Make sure that an effective risk management 
system is in operation 

Developing the capacity and 
capability of the Board to be 
effective 

 Make sure that appointed and elected directors 
have the skills, knowledge and experience they 
need to perform well 

 Develop the capability of people with 
governance responsibilities and evaluate their 
performance as individuals and as a group 

 Strike a balance in the membership of the 
Board, between continuity and renewal 

Engaging stakeholders and 
making accountability real 

 Understand formal and informal accountability 
relationships 

 Take an active and planned approach to 
dialogue with and accountability to the public 

 Take an active and planned approach to 
responsibility to staff 

 


